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Fast Track Modular Roof Glazing
& Canopy Systems

Introduction
Twinfix are a high quality, safety focused, British manufacturer and
installer of roof glazing and canopy systems.
From its original roots as polycarbonate and glazing bar suppliers,
Twinfix now offers a full range of glazing products from the original
glazing bar range to the non-fragile Multi-Link-Panel which is often
incorporated in to a wide variety of canopies, covered walkways and
shelters. Working across many sectors, including rail, education,
industrial and retail, Twinfix offers a full service from initial enquiry and
advice on projects, to design, manufacture and installation.
We pride Ourselves in product development and introducing new
roofing and canopy products to the market.

Learning Aims
•

•

This PowerPoint presentation is classed as Intermediate level, so is
apropriate for all. Novices and experienced participants alike will
benefit, gaining understanding and comprehension of the subject
material.
It will enable specifiers to make more informed decisions about the
products used in overhead glazing situations, including canopies,
walkways and covered areas, by having a better understanding of
the different products vailable in the marketplace.

Topics Covered
•
•
•

•
•

The benefits of multiwall and Georgian wired effect solid
polycarbonate sheet used in roof glazing compared with traditional
glazing.
Quick to fit modular roof glazing panel systems.
Of particular interest is rooflight fragility and the requirements of
CDM Regulations. This includes the HSE’s recommended drop test
ACR[M]001:2014 for testing of roofing assemblies, and covers the
performance of various glazing products.
Sustainability of products and their environmental impact is also
discussed.
The advantages of using pre-assembled roof glazing panels that are
manufactured off-site to allow quick installation under possession
times.

Timing
45 minutes, plus questions and answers.
This seminar includes hands on demonstrations of products and
encourages audience participation. It is timed to fit easily in to a
‘lunchtime’ or early evening slot.
Please ring or email us to book your seminar.
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